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Abstract
In today’s data-driven world our personal information is regrettably not our private
information. We frequently hand over personal information to organisations where it is out
of reach and out of our control, often blindly accepting terms and conditions for its storage
and use. The internet has enabled an exponential rise in data dependent services and we
now share our information more widely than ever before. This has made us vulnerable to
identity theft and fraud, and has made it impractical to control our global information
footprint.
The spread of smartphones and the internet combined with recent advances in cryptography
and blockchain technology can now allow data privacy technology to catch up with our
demand for data-driven services. Working together with data protection legislation this
technology can bring control of personal information back into the hands of the owner.
Datona Labs introduces the concept of Smart Data Access. Smart contract technology allows
data access contracts developed in code to be deployed on a global peer-to-peer network
allowing both owner and requester of the data to trust that the terms of the contract will be
enforced without the need to trust each other. Combined with specially developed cloudbased or privately-hosted data storage services, smart contracts on the network can control
access to pieces of shared information, ensuring the requester can only access the
information when the terms allow and deleting the information when the contract expires.
Similarly, the same smart contract can control the update and management of the shared
information, allowing the owner to update the information, view the current terms, query
the network for their active contracts, and terminate the contract if the terms allow. Finally,
by exposing templates of these Smart Data Access Contracts for public (or at least
independent) verification, both owner and requester can be assured that the legal terms and
conditions have been faithfully encoded within the contract and match a simple summary of
the terms.
Datona Labs will implement this concept as an open, global platform – Datona.io – that
combines a smart contract enabled decentralised ledger with an open market of data storage
nodes and an online marketplace for community-based contract development and
verification services. Development will include a cloud-based data storage node – Datona
Vault; a local data storage node for private hosting – Datona Safe; and a proof-of-concept
personal identity application – Datona ID.
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1 Problem Definition
The recent increased exposure of our personal data has led to high risk of information
abuse and misuse.
The last three decades have seen an explosion in the demand and use of personal
information with the advance of the internet and online services, and an exponential
increase in computing power and data storage capability. Over the last 10 years, internet
access has grown from 25% to 56% of the global population1 and this trend is likely to
continue. This explosive growth has led to many problems that are fast becoming more than
a simple inconvenience.
1. Lack of Control
As internet technology has evolved we have repeatedly been presented with innovative
services that can enrich our lives, each of which demands some of our private information to
provide the service or to fund it through tailored advertising or direct sale of our
information. At the same time, many traditional services have moved online and others
have gradually digitised their records so that now our personal information is rarely held in
written form.
Once our personal information has been shared one or two levels beyond the immediate
organisation it becomes practically impossible to track which organisations have a copy, for
what purposes they are using it and whether those purposes have expired.
Consequently, our global information footprints are spread out on servers across the world
out of sight, out of mind and out of our control.
2. Quality of Data
The quality of data - completeness, validity, consistency, timeliness and accuracy – is of vital
importance to organisations. Out of date data and data entry errors can lead to poor
business decisions, lost opportunities, lost customers and high correction costs. Storage and
use of that data may also be non-compliant with data protection regulations.
Use cases for data are limited when that data cannot be trusted.
3. Limits and Costs of Data Protection Regulation
The further our information is spread the more it is out of our control. Nation states are
addressing privacy rights, ethical data use and lack of control by imposing data protection
regulations on organisations, such as GDPR in Europe and various federal and state laws in
the US.

1.

https://www.internetworldstats.com/emarketing.htm
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The goals of these schemes are:







to place limits on what information can be collected and how it is collected;
to ensure the data is up to date;
to prevent secret or creeping use of the data;
to ensure data is securely held away from theft or misuse;
to ensure data is deleted when its purpose has expired;
to allow the data owner to view, challenge, update and delete the data.

However, data protection regulations are costly for organisations, evolve slowly, and are
largely manual processes making them inconvenient and time-consuming for both the
organisation and the data owner. While data protection legislation is a vital step towards
improving data security and privacy rights, it is data privacy technology alongside
supporting legislation that will finally bring control to the hands of the owner.
4. Data Theft
We have become used to sharing our data online and in person, often blindly accepting
terms and conditions for its storage and use. Each organisation we share our information
with stores the data in its own centralised database independent of each other and
surrounded by costly layers of security to protect against theft and misuse. These honey
pots of personal information are often the target of data hacks, and cyber criminals are
becoming increasingly sophisticated. In August 2013 a data breach at Yahoo lost names,
email addresses, phone numbers, dates of birth, hashed passwords and encrypted and
unencrypted security questions and answers of three billion account holders 2.
Theft and misuse of our personal information can impact us in many ways. We are often
inconvenienced by emails, phone calls and messages from organisations we don’t know and
didn’t knowingly give permission to use our information. For many this is considered more
than an inconvenience, it is an attack on our privacy.
Stolen information can be used for identity fraud potentially leading to financial loss,
impacting our credit history, damaging our reputation and job prospects and sometimes
leading to false arrest and imprisonment 3.
5. Illegitimate Data Harvesting
Our information can be illegally harvested, or harvested within the blurred bounds of legal
terms and conditions, and used to model and predict our behaviour in ways we may not
appreciate until much later. In early 2018 it was revealed that Cambridge Analytica had
harvested the personal data of millions of peoples Facebook profiles without their consent
and used it for political purposes. It has been described as a watershed moment in the public
2.

3.

https://www.oath.com/press/yahoo-provides-notice-to-additional-users-affected-by-previously/
https://www.wftv.com/news/local/9-investigates-identity-theft-victims-legal-woes_ndlqs/107356796
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understanding of personal data4. The rise of AI will likely deepen our ability to model
based on data mining techniques, raising many ethical questions in society. Any or all of
these problems can leave us feeling vulnerable, exposed or exploited.
Mistakes can also be made. In 2018 a coding error discovered in the software that had been
used by GPs since 2015 to record objections to the use of patient data for research purposes
led to the data of 150,000 patients being used without their consent 5.
6. Limits of Use
In the most part organisations value their reputations making it good business practice to
protect customer data, abide by data protection regulations and not use personal
information for purposes without customer consent. Despite this our personal information
is frequently, but legally, used without our knowledge. The terms and conditions under
which organisations request the use of our information are often held in many pages of dry
legal language held behind confirmation links and check boxes - in conflict with our desire
for a streamlined, convenient experience.
This weakness in the application process leads us to routinely skip past terms and
conditions allowing organisations to legitimately make use of and spread our information
with our permission but ultimately without our knowledge.

4.
5.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook%E2%80%93Cambridge_Analytica_data_scandal
http://www.nationalhealthexecutive.com/Health-Care-News/major-nhs-breach-means-150000-patients-had-confidential-dataused-without-consent
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2 Solution Overview
Datona Labs is proposing a technological solution in the form of smart data access
conditions enforced by an open, global, decentralised platform called Datona.io. The
solution complements recent data protection legislation so that control of our digital
information footprint can be reclaimed.

2.1 Smart Data Access
In the Datona Labs solution, all shared information is wrapped within a Smart Data Access
Contract (S-DAC) that specifies the terms and conditions for both the use and update of the
information and is agreed between the data owner and the requester prior to sharing. The
solution automatically enforces the contract terms and conditions by storing the information
behind a firewall for the duration of the contract and preventing the requester from
accessing it unless the conditions of the contract are met. The contract is written in code and
is held and executed on the Datona.io platform.
Alongside the code, either held within the contract or cryptographically linked to it, there is
a clear natural language summary of the contract terms available to both the owner and the
requester prior to contract agreement. Contract templates are designed to be public
allowing them to be independently reviewed and validated by the expert community. This
assures the owner and requester that the contract code is valid and that the textual summary
is a true reflection of the code.
Since the Datona.io platform is public, the owner and requester can query it at any time for
all their active S-DACs, and thereby obtain the current state of their digital information
footprint. They can also obtain their data sharing history by querying for expired contracts.
The solution is described in depth in sections 3 and 5.

2.2 Problems Addressed
S-DACs make significant steps towards addressing the problems identified in section 1.
They will reduce the risk of information abuse and misuse, and provide opportunities for
future data transaction benefits such as monetisation, dynamic access models and digital
identity.
1. Lack of Control
An owner’s data is no longer held out of sight and out of mind. At any time, the owner can
query the platform to identify who they have shared their data with. The owner has full
visibility and control over their digital information footprint and can suspend or terminate
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access at any time to any or all requesters (unless the terms of the S-DACs explicitly prevent
these actions). Data is accessible only within the terms of the contract and once the contract
expires the data is no longer accessible to anyone other than the data owner.
2. Quality of Data
Since an owner is in control of their data, they can keep it up to date, providing
organisations with their latest information. Furthermore, when a contract expires or is
terminated the platform automatically deletes any copies of the data ensuring no data is left
outside of the control of an active S-DAC.
Accuracy of data is greatly improved when it can be provided directly from the owner’s
device without manual input and with cryptographic verification from a third party.
3. Limits and Costs of Data Protection Regulation
S-DACs can encode terms compliant with data protection regulations. This enables an
organisation to offload much, if not all, of their data protection obligations onto the
Datona.io platform.
4. Data Theft
All data held by a requester must have a corresponding S-DAC proving they have
permission to hold the data and giving the terms of use. The S-DAC and its history is public
and cryptographically ‘sealed’ so that it cannot be tampered with. Hence an independent
audit of the requester can easily determine whether they are holding the data with the
owner’s permission.
Furthermore, the Datona.io platform, by design, keeps the data and the encryption keys
geographically separate, and the data vault market encourages security innovation through
competition.
5. Illegitimate Data Harvesting
The access limitations controlled by the S-DAC and enforced by the platform reduce the
potential for illegal or covert data harvesting. Furthermore, the usage limits are clearly
available for auditing purposes and for data protection regulation enforcement. The
summary of terms presented to the owner during contract negotiation make the limits of use
clear, and independent verification of the S-DAC helps to highlight concerning usage
conditions.
6. Limits of Use
Three features combine to limit use of the data:


The platform automatically ensures all parties abide by the contract’s terms;
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The simple summary of the contract terms specified in the S-DAC provides the data
owner and the requester with clarity over the limits of the use of data;
Independent verification of the S-DAC provides assurance that the contract code matches
the summary.

2.3 Additional Benefits
As well as addressing the problems specified above, S-DACs introduce additional benefits
unique to this technology such as:
Monetisation
The access terms defined within an S-DAC can include payment conditions. This allows
data owners to charge for access to their data and for organisations to attract customers with
a promise of financial reward.
Intelligent Access Conditions
The terms defined in an S-DAC can be as simple or as complex as necessary. Some
examples are:





Restrict access to specific individuals, organisations or roles;
Control who has access to which parts of the data, such as to allow different
organisations in a supply chain access to specific data;
Dynamically modify access based on a work-flow or external events;
Create multi-signature access models.

Digital Identity
The Datona.io platform has integral support for digital identity applications through its inbuilt cryptographic functions and decentralised ledger. Powerful digital identity features,
such as proof of ID, electronic signatures, personal data sharing and machine identity, can
be implemented as application layer software on top of the Datona.io platform.
Datona Labs is developing an example digital identity solution – Datona ID (see section 4) –
to act as a demonstration application for the Datona.io platform and to drive development of
open source application layer and server side libraries needed to support developer
adoption.
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3 The Datona.io Platform
3.1 Overview
The goal of the Datona.io project is to provide a flexible and open global platform on which
developers can explore smart data access applications.
On the Datona.io platform, applications can be developed that enable people to take control
of their digital data footprint, allowing them to share their information with others
temporarily under their own terms, with proof of the authenticity of their information if
required, while providing organisations with the ability to easily comply with data
protection regulations and avoid outdated information.
It does this by changing the way that
individuals and organisations (information
owners) share their information with other
individuals and organisations (requesters)
while optionally allowing others (verifiers) to
supply independent proof of the authenticity
of their information.

3.1.1 Sharing Information
Figure 1 - Datona.io context diagram
With Datona.io, information is shared in a
managed way, encrypted and under
the control of the information owner instead of the requester. It allows people to share, and
optionally charge for, any parts of their digital information such as personal identity data,
documents, media files, social media posts and financial information.

Information is held permanently within the owner’s application layer software but when
shared, either online or in person, a copy of the information is temporarily stored within a
cloud-based or privately hosted Data Vault on the Datona.io platform for the duration of the
contract. The data vault holds the information securely behind a firewall providing the
requester with 24-7 access under the terms of the S-DAC.
The requester, instead of holding the owner’s information, holds a reference to the vault
containing the information. The vault prevents any requester from accessing the
information unless the terms of the contract permit it, deleting the information when the
contract has expired and allowing the owner or requester to terminate the contract at any
time, subject to the terms in the contract. This gives the information owner full visibility and
control over their information and removes the need for the requester to implement secure
data storage or to have a separate data protection strategy.
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3.1.2 Regulatory Enforcement
From a regulatory perspective, organisations who claim to use Datona.io but do not abide by
the contract will be forced to store owners' information without terms and conditions or
must store information in conflict with the conditions, either way making irregularities easy
to spot when enforcing data protection regulations. Similarly, if an organisation shares the
information with another party, outside the terms of the contract, the second organisation
will not be able to provide evidence that they have the owner's permission to hold the
information. Hence, if smart data access becomes commonplace then it encourages
organisations to use information honestly.

3.1.3 The Technology
Datona.io is possible due to recent advances in cryptography and decentralized ledger
technology combined with the spread of smart phones and the availability of the internet.
The Datona.io platform utilises a combination of application layer cryptography and a
public, decentralised blockchain with smart contracts – DatonaNet - to enable control of
information and a wide range of information verification applications such as proof of ID,
credential checking, digital signatures (e-sign services), club membership schemes and
object provenance.

3.1.4 Applications
Datona.io will be a generic open information sharing platform on which others can
experiment with and deploy their own applications. Smart data access can provide benefits
to many different types of application that can use the Datona.io platform as their
underlying data layer. For example, a social networking application could be developed
that holds an owner’s posts in a data vault, restricts access to selected friends and exposes
their interests to a recommendation engine – all controlled by a single S-DAC.

Figure 2 - example applications
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3.2 Smart Data Access Contracts
S-DACs are the fundamental component of the data sharing solution. All data shared on the
Datona.io platform is protected by an S-DAC. The platform automatically prevents any
requester from accessing the data unless the contract permits it. The contract is agreed
between the owner and the requester prior to sharing the data. It defines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

who can access the data and under what conditions;
who can update or add to the data and under what conditions;
who can terminate the contract;
any payment terms for accessing the data;
payment for the data vault service, if required;
bespoke transition functions and state data for the specific use case.

Once the contract expires the platform deletes the data.
S-DACs may be as simple or as complex as necessary, depending on the application. For
example, a contract may simply permit unconditional access to all information in the vault
for a single requester for 12 months. Alternatively, a contract could specify complex terms,
applying different access conditions to different parts of the data; different access conditions
for different requesters; complex permission schemes for multiple signatories; bespoke
functions specific to the use case; or, for some use cases, update restrictions on the owner.
The conditions encoded in the contract are limited only by the imagination of the user.
For example, when purchasing an item online, a retail sales contract could encode the
conditions for: 1) the retailer to have access to the owner's email address for the purposes of
emailing a receipt and in case of problems; 2) the delivery company to have access to the
owner's postal address; and 3) separate access terms that only apply if the owner initiates a
return request. The contract could also record the flow of events in the process, allowing
any party to track the order as the order is accepted, received by the delivery company, sent
out for delivery, delivered, etc.
Another example is a contract controlling a vault that holds an owner's Last Will &
Testament. The contract can prevent the executor from accessing it until, for example, two
members of his or her family and a solicitor give permission, or until an authorised network
oracle indicates the owner has died. The contract might also give power of attorney to a
specific individual to update the Will provided the update transaction is also signed by a
family member and the solicitor.
S-DACs can describe any conditions that can be specified in the contract programming
language. Datona Labs will develop and openly share a library of common contract
templates for general use (the S-DAC Library) and will provide a bespoke contract
development service. Datona Labs will also host an open marketplace to bring users, coders
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and testers together to develop bespoke contracts, validate contract templates and share
useful code.
In most cases the data owner will be the end-user of the system and will not be interested or
have the skills to select or develop an S-DAC. For most applications, it is envisaged that the
requester (normally an organisation) will take responsibility for selecting a suitable contract
from the S-DAC library or creating a bespoke S-DAC, in the same way that requesters now
specify the terms and conditions for their service and require the customer to accept them.
For other applications, it may be the application developers who will create a set of S-DACs
tailored for the application.

3.3 Data Vaults
A data vault is responsible for securely storing the information and making it available to
the requester 24/7 under the terms of the contract until the contract expires or is terminated.
When the contract has expired, the data vault will delete the information. The data vault is
also responsible for making the information available for update, again restricted under the
terms of the contract.
Data vaults themselves are dumb services, placing the intelligence and flexibility into the
hands of the owner and requester who are free to encode within their contract any data
access and update conditions they need for their application. Encryption of the information
before placing it in the vault ensures that the data vault service has no access to the owner's
raw information. Future possibilities include intelligent data vaults with the ability to
process specific data set queries and to host data mining agents, all while governed by the
data owners’ S-DACs.
Datona.io is an open platform on which anyone can deploy a data vault service. Datona
Labs will develop cloud-based data vault technology, open source for community adoption
and development. Datona Labs will also develop software and hardware for privately
hosted vaults tailored for enterprise solutions. The Datona Hub marketplace will be used to
distribute the technology and act as a central place for others to promote their data vault
service and consultancy services. Datona's open network architecture and marketplace is
intended to drive evolution of the technology to continually improve security, availability,
reliability and cost.
The cloud-based Datona Vault service will make it easy for information owners and small
businesses to step lightly into the domain of smart data access. Privately hosted data vault
software stack and encryption hardware solutions, known as the Datona Safe project, will
allow enterprises to experiment with and deploy their own data vault, privately hosted on
their local network.
It is important to note that the properties of a data vault service will depend on the business
application it is used for. For example, a general-purpose cloud-based service may be suited
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for private information sharing transactions and small business customer-information uses,
while a state-run medical record database may require a secure, private, regularly audited
locally hosted vault under the responsibility of a state-employed contractor.

3.4 Digital Identity
To use the Datona.io platform, each party in an S-DAC must be uniquely identifiable on the
network with a digital identity. Datona.io digital identities are standard public/private
ECDSA encryption keys, each equating to a unique address on the Datona.io platform. Each
owner and requester must have at least one digital ID to use Datona.io but may choose to
adopt different IDs for different roles, such as one for personal use and one for office use.
Digital identities can be easily created and there is no practical limit to how many an
individual can have.
Like an email address, a digital ID can be as anonymous or as public as the user needs for
the application it is used for. If required, the public part of the user's digital ID may be
freely shared with others to publicly link the ID with the user, or submitted to a platform
running a reputation-based identity service. If the user has different identities for different
roles then the public ID of each identity may be shared with a different group of people.
Unlike an email address, a digital ID has a private part that can be used to prove at any time
that the user is the owner of the ID. Hence, in principle the same digital ID used to identify
a party in an S-DAC can replace username and password in any online application, such as
logging into a web site. When linked to the user through biometric or photographic
evidence, it can replace any in-person application such as opening doors, identifying at a
bank or act as a digital passport. The Datona ID project is designed to make use of these
features – see section 4.
To make a Datona.io public identity easy to share, the Datona.io platform will include a
decentralised identity name system, similar to the Ethereum Name Service (ENS). This will
enable human readable names and pseudonyms.

3.5 Monetisation
DatonaNet is fuelled by its own digital currency – Datona Coin (DTC). DTC sent in
transaction fees provides the essential incentive for network participants to maintain the
contract layer and to act honestly.
S-DACs can control the release of DTC under conditions encoded within the contract,
enabling owners to charge for access to their information and data vaults to charge for their
services. The financial arrangement encoded within the contract can be as simple or as
complex as necessary.
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In the Datona ID solution, DTC can be used by verifiers as a simple method to charge for
their verification services either online or in-person. The DTC payment mechanism will be
available within the Datona ID app and made available open-source to developers for use in
other applications.
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4 The Datona ID Project
Datona ID is a global digital identity solution aimed at individuals and organisations that
will allow Datona Labs to prove the concept of smart data access while developing general
purpose application layer services for use by any Datona.io based application.
Datona.io needs application layer software support to drive developer adoption. To achieve
that, the Datona ID project will provide a
set of software libraries, apps, web
widgets and server-side software to
support application developers who want
to take advantage of the platform’s
features. The Datona ID project will also
help test and promote the platform and
evolve its features.
Datona ID adds application layer identity
verification to Datona.io’s generic data
sharing features, allowing individuals and
organisations to act as verifiers of
personal identity information and provide
proof of that verification to others via the
platform.
Datona ID’s focus is to implement smart
data access use cases related to personal
identity data and to explore general
identity-related use cases.

Figure 3 - actors in the Datona ID solution
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4.1 Identity Use Cases
Identity verification combined with Datona.io’s smart data access features enables a suite of
specific use cases:





Proof of ID
Instant Form Filling
Digital Signatures & Provenance
Secure Messaging

These are described here.

4.1.1 Proof of ID
For many applications, the requester needs to be able to place a high level of trust in the
information being shared. For example, a loans company may require proof of address and
credit history before approving a loan.
In general, there are three steps to proof of ID:
1. the information needs to be verified by an authority that the requester trusts;
2. the proof must be supplied to the requester; and
3. the requester needs to independently verify that proof.
For example, in the case of the current passport control process the owner's information is
first verified by their nation state's passport service who provides proof in the form of a
passport; secondly the owner provides the passport to the immigration officer on entry to a
country who; thirdly verifies the passport against the owner's appearance and uses the
passport's physical security features to confirm it has been supplied by a trusted nation
state.
A digital proof of ID solution follows the same steps as the traditional example but in this
case the proof is cryptographic rather than physical. Cryptographic proof of ID can be
transmitted securely, privately and globally across the internet in an instant or provided
directly in person via offline device-to-device communication.
The Datona ID solution promotes flexibility, privacy and community, allowing anyone with
a Datona ID App to verify any other's information and to optionally charge a fee for the
verification process. The verifier provides the owner with cryptographic proof of their
verification, which is held locally within the owner's Datona ID App. The owner can
provide this proof to any requester, who's Datona ID App can independently confirm that
the verifier has verified the information. As in the passport example, provided the requester
sufficiently trusts the verifier then the level of trust required for the application will be met.
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For example, a local bar owner could verify a new customer's age against a reliable form of
ID, such as a passport, and provide the customer with their cryptographic attestation. From
then on the customer can use the attestation on their mobile device as proof of their age in
the same bar, without the need to carry any other form of ID.
The same attestation may also be accepted at another local bar, provided the second bar
trusts the first.
The requester is likely to be very specific as to the list of verifiers they trust and in turn that
list will depend on the criticality of the application. For example, a bar may be willing to
accept proof of age verified by another local bar owner whereas a loans company may only
accept verification of address from a bank or state institution. The Datona ID proof of ID
solution automatically handles the proof of ID request, the list of acceptable verifiers and the
independent verification of any supplied proof. It also provides a mechanism for a verifier
to revoke a previous verification should it become necessary to do so.
The Datona ID solution’s verification process will enable proof of ID, proof of credentials,
club membership schemes and event ticketing use cases. Potential applications for digital
proof of ID are extensive. For example, in your local community your mobile phone could
be used to provide proof of age at a local bar, open the door at the all-night gym, prove your
identity at the bank, run a ticketing system for the school fete and prove your membership at
your local sports club. In the wider community, your mobile phone could be used to log in
to websites, take out insurance online, book a flight, apply for a loan, sign a petition, vote in
an election, open your hotel room door, share your medical records and prove your identity
at passport control.
Proof of ID need not come only from trusted authorities - reputation-based proof may be
preferable for many use cases. The Datona ID solution is open, allowing anyone to deploy
their own authority or reputation-based verification scheme.

4.1.2 Instant Form Filling
With personal information held securely within an app on your mobile device it becomes a
simple matter to share any part of your information directly with others, whether online or
in person. The Datona ID solution will allow the owner to share their information simply
and instantly through a click of a web button, a scan of a QR code or direct phone-to-phone
contact via near field communication (NFC). This enables organisations to streamline
existing form filling applications – such as applying for a new mobile phone contract at a
store, registering at a hospital, checking in to a hotel or taking out an online service - turning
these events into one-click services.
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4.1.3 Digital Signatures and Provenance
One of the intrinsic properties of decentralised ledgers is that the ledger is a timestamped
historical record of all transactions. Another is that decentralised ledgers, specifically those
whose consensus is assured through proof of work, cannot be rewritten. These features
make decentralised ledgers ideal platforms on which to record events that you may wish to
refer to in future for legal or other purposes. Coupled with a digital identity this enables
events to be tied cryptographically to a specific individual or object by digitally signing the
event. For example, recording the ID of a new digital photo in a transaction on the
blockchain can subsequently act as evidence that the photo existed at the time of the
transaction (proof of existence). Signing that transaction with your digital ID proves that
you were in possession of the photo at that time, potentially helping in copyright cases.
Electronic signature technology has been around for decades and existing e-sign services are
often expensive, require trust in the service company and lack privacy, requiring the
document to be uploaded to the service provider. The Datona ID solution allows a user to
sign a document in the privacy of their local device and to record the signature on
DatonaNet along with the reason for signing. DatonaNet provides the role of a trusted,
independent third party by storing the signature records indefinitely and making them
available to anyone, anywhere, at any time.
Unique digital identities for digital documents, images, videos and other files can be
generated directly from a cryptographic hash of the file contents. Digital identities for
physical objects can be generated from any unique and definable feature of the object, or
otherwise randomly allocated by an authority, such as the manufacturer of the object.
Once an object or digital file has a digital ID the Datona.io platform allows it to be
cryptographically linked to users and other objects enabling use cases such as e-signatures
and object provenance.
Provenance of a physical object, such as a painting or diamond, can be improved by tracking
its ownership from manufacture throughout its life. For example, when buying a designer
shirt from an auction site the buyer can request proof from the seller that there is a chain of
owners from the manufacturer to the seller and the auction site can ensure that ownership is
transferred to the buyer on purchase. The open Datona.io platform will provide generalpurpose infrastructure to support ownership tracking and transfer.
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4.1.4 Secure Messaging
Information sharing with Datona.io is a general service that with application layer support
can enable specific use cases. One such use case, to be implemented directly within the
Datona ID solution, is secure messaging. In this case, a conversation is held in a data vault
and access for the owner or requester to read and append the conversation is granted by the
S-DAC. Combined with a digital identity (see above) this provides a secure communication
channel between the owner and requester that cannot be spoofed and whose use can be
controlled by the access contract. Note that no specific support is needed in the data vault to
support this application - it is all implemented within the Datona ID solution, the requester's
software and a specific S-DAC.
Datona Labs predicts that most S-DACs used for commercial relationships, such as a car
insurance policy, will also permit and control a communication channel between them. This
will allow the requester to contact the owner about the service being provided, such as to
inform them of impending policy renewal, and for the owner to be confident he or she is not
being targeted by a phishing attack. It will also prevent the requester from contacting the
owner after termination of the contract.

4.2 User Experience
With Datona ID, personal information is designed to be held encrypted within an app on the
owner's mobile or PC, or within software on a PC or enterprise server.
Only when information is shared with a requester under contract is the information held
anywhere else, and then only until the contract expires. To request access to one or more
pieces of an owner's information, a requester must ask the owner for access and specify the
contract terms. The Datona ID solution will display a simple summary of the terms and
allow the owner to agree to them, negotiate them or reject the request. If accepted the
software will automatically handle the process of setting up the contract and sharing the
information with the requester, encrypted so that only the requester can read it. The request
can be made remotely, for example through a web page or email, or made in person directly
between the requester's and owner's mobile devices using a QR code or via NFC.
At any time, the owner can use the Datona software to view all the information currently
shared, the status of the contracts and the history of expired contracts. The owner always
has full visibility and control of their digital information footprint and can delete it at any
time, subject to the terms of their contracts. Updating a piece of information across the
footprint is also possible. For example, when moving to a new house the Datona ID
software can automatically update all shared address information with the owner's new
address. If the terms of the contract require it, then notification can be provided to each
requester via the contract or via a secure message (see Secure Messaging). If the owner
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wants to store or back-up their information within a vault then this can be arranged simply
with an appropriate information sharing contract.
As an example, use case, consider a car insurance policy. The insurer requires access to the
owner's name, address, email, phone number and car registration number for the duration
of the policy. The owner can share the necessary information along with a usage contract
that gives the insurer unconditional access for 12 months or until the owner or insurer
instructs the contract to cancel the policy, after which access is denied and the information
deleted. In fact, the contract could be much more nuanced than that: for example, providing
the insurer with one-time access to the owner's address for the purpose of sending the policy
documents by post, 12 months unconditional access to the owner's name and email and no
access to the owner’s phone number unless the owner or requester informs the contract that
a claim has been initiated.
By specifying conditional terms like these in the contract, Datona ID allows users of the
platform to carefully shape information access to specific scenarios not possible before. By
providing a clear and simple textual summary of the terms (and having them verified by the
community) Datona ID encourages clarity and honesty between requesters and owners.
Another example demonstrates the power of nested contracts. An insurance comparison
website could craft an S-DAC that permits it restricted access to certain information while
permitting each of its network of insurers one-time access to a subset of the information for
the purposes of providing a quote. When requesting a quote, the owner's Datona ID
software will display these terms and list the insurers to whom the information will be
provided. The information owner could be given the power to deselect any insurers with
whom they do not want information being shared and the Datona.io platform will ensure
that this is enforced.
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5 Solution Architecture
The main components of the Datona solution can be seen in the diagram below.

Figure 4 – The Datona Ecosystem

At the heart of the solution is Datona.io. This consists of DatonaNet and cloud-based Data
Vault services, such as the Datona Vault and any other vaults developed by the community.
Providing an alternative to storing data in the cloud is Datona Safe - enterprise-grade
hardware and software versions of the data vault solution designed to allow organisations
to locally host their own private on-platform encrypted data vault without third-party risk.
Demonstrating one possible application built on Datona.io is the Datona ID project
consisting of the Datona ID family of apps, supporting software and identity specific SDACs. Out of this project will emerge a set of open-source application layer software
libraries on which other community and commercial applications can be built.
To support the solution, Datona Labs will host a community portal and marketplace (known
as the Datona Hub), which will also host a library of open-source S-DAC templates for
general use (the S-DAC Library).
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5.1 Datona.io
Datona.io is an open, community run global platform that enables smart data access on a
trust-less network. It provides a generic data storage and data management backbone that
can be built upon to provide any number of end-user applications. It allows new
applications to be built without the complexity of developing and maintaining central secure
data systems and enforcing data protection measures. Existing services, both online and
traditional, that need data storage and access control can potentially move away from a
centralised service model to a decentralised application-only model running on the
Datona.io platform. For example, a social media service could be written as a stand-alone
application rather than a company-run centralised service.
The Datona.io platform consists of two primary layers:
 DatonaNet provides the contract layer, holding all S-DACs and executing any contract
changes based on the contract terms.
 Data Vaults provide private data storage and enforce the data access and termination
conditions defined within the S-DACs that wrap the data. There may be many
competing data vault services running on the Datona.io platform, each run by a separate
company or community project.

5.1.1 DatonaNet
Datona.io is enabled by a global information network that forms the trusted backbone of the
solution. For control of information use cases it holds, executes and validates S-DAC terms
and conditions in public, and provides both owner and requester with full visibility of the
contract allowing them to monitor its status at all times. For proof of ID use cases it allows
verification signatures to be revoked. For digital ID use cases it protects against lost or
stolen IDs and enables complex permission tree signature schemes for organisations. For
digital signature and provenance use cases it forms a trusted timestamped historical record.
DatonaNet is a public peer-to-peer network hosting a decentralised ledger and smartcontract engine. The ledger forms a public contract layer on which all S-DACs are deployed,
providing a timestamped public record of each contract that can be trusted by both owner
and requester and used to support any contract disputes. The consensus network ensures
that updates to the contract, such as early termination or changes to the terms, can only be
made under the terms of the contract and any changes will be immediately visible to the
owner and requester. Both owner and requester have full visibility of the contract on the
public DatonaNet network and can monitor its status at all times through their application
layer software.
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DatonaNet is based on the Ethereum code-base, extended to support discovery of data vault
services. It is designed specifically for information sharing use cases and as such will be
tailored for that purpose.

5.1.2 Data Vaults
Data vaults, whether they are cloud-based or privately hosted, are nodes on DatonaNet.
They are full blockchain nodes extended to provide private, secure, S-DAC controlled
information storage. This means they play their part in helping to validate all network
transactions and ensures they have an up-to-date, trusted view of the state of the contract
layer at all times.
A data vault service can be deployed on DatonaNet by any individual, organisation or
community project. The generic data vault software stack developed by Datona Labs will be
an open-source project that can be adopted by others and expanded into commercial, thirdparty services. It will allow the community to explore use cases around the data vault
concept and will allow Datona Labs and the wider development community to evolve the
underlying technology, such as using a public decentralised storage network for the data
layer or fragmenting data across independent private data vault services.
Datona Labs will use the open-source generic data vault software stack to provide its own
cloud-based secure data vault service - the Datona Vault - to help prove and promote the
data vault concept in conjunction with Datona ID. The initial goal of the Datona Vault will
be to support the adoption of Datona.io technology by individuals and small businesses
with the aims of making it trivially easy for an organisation to deploy a cloud-based,
regulation compliant, S-DAC controlled customer database and to allow individuals to share
documents, photos, videos and any other electronic files with others.
It is worth noting that DatonaNet and data vault concept enables new opportunities for
developers and companies to offer specific information services to consumers in specific
market sectors. A company can use DatonaNet and an existing data vault to underpin a
new app or web-based service that
wraps a contract specifically designed
for the use case. The Last Will &
Testament example in the 'S-DACs'
section above presents one such
opportunity, where a Will Release
Service company could design, write,
verify and test smart contracts
specifically aimed at the sector,
providing off-the-shelf Will release
Figure 5 - data vaults
packages for a fixed fee and providing
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specialised help to individuals to who have more complex situations.

5.1.3 Datona Safe
Not all organisations will be comfortable with relying on a third-party data vault service to
hold their customer information, particularly if fast, reliable access to that information is
business-critical or if complex database queries are needed. To address this concern Datona
Labs will develop the Datona Safe family of software and hardware data vault solutions to
allow any enterprise to host their own private data vault while still obeying the terms of
their customers' S-DACs. Information in these Datona Safes will be easily auditable by both
the regulator and any internal QA department to verify that the terms in the usage contracts
are being followed, since every piece of data must have an associated S-DAC.
Although customers' information will be held locally, their S-DACs will be deployed on
DatonaNet and enforced by the Datona Safe. Like a cloud-based data vault, a local data safe
is built on a full blockchain node with an up-to-date copy of the ledger. The safe can query
the contract's information access functions locally and any changes the owner makes to the
contract over the DatonaNet network will be reflected in the locally hosted information in a
timely manner.
The Datona Safe project encompasses a set of server-side software, encryption hardware,
secure storage and consultancy services. Safe architecture will be layered allowing
flexibility in how the safe is deployed, for example for the data layer the organisation may
use an off-the-shelf Datona Safe software or hardware solution or may use its own
infrastructure.
Datona Labs will provide two off-the-shelf solutions: a software version for immediate
download and a sealed hardware safe for higher security situations.
Help and consultancy services will be available to organisations through the Datona Hub,
and the community are actively encouraged to provide support.

5.2 Datona Hub
The Datona Hub is a community portal and marketplace used to distribute applications,
web widgets, software libraries and S-DACs; support and promote community projects;
encourage community validation of contracts; enable discovery and promotion of competing
data vault service providers; connect requesters with experts providing bespoke contract
development; and host help and discussion pages.
Independent verification of S-DACs is key to a workable Datona.io solution. Without
independent validation, owners would need to trust the requester to specify an accurate
natural language summary of the S-DAC terms in the contract code and requesters would
likely not be motivated to be clear and straightforward in their language. Independent
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verification and validation can be performed by a central organisation, such as Datona Labs,
but a community-led trust score would be preferable, allowing owners to trust the contracts
they wrap around their information, keeping requesters honest and allowing them to trust
that their contracts are valid. The Datona Hub will host and incentivise this community
verification and validation effort.
S-DACs also open up a marketplace for individuals and new organisations to provide
contract-related services, such as bespoke contract development and contract testing and
review. Other consultancy services that can be provided by the community involve Datona
Safe installation – helping to integrate a solution into an organisation’s existing
infrastructure where necessary. These aspects, and others, will be supported through the
Datona Hub community portal and marketplace. The Datona Hub marketplace will be
fuelled by the same DTC coin that fuels DatonaNet and S-DACs.

5.2.1 S-DAC Library
Datona Labs will host a public library of S-DAC templates for selection by information
owners, requesters, developers and the general Datona.io community. The community are
encouraged to review and validate S-DACs, both for correctness of the code and for the
accuracy and simplicity of the natural language summary of the terms. The results of
community verification and validation can be made available to the information owner via
the application layer, such as the Datona ID solution - likely in the form of a simple rating
scheme - when an information request is presented for authorisation. This provides the
owner with confidence in the terms of the contract and that no terms are hidden in small
print.

5.3 Datona ID
Datona ID consists of a collection of mobile and tablet apps, web widgets, software libraries,
server-side software and contactless hardware devices designed to prove and drive the use
of the Datona.io platform while developing open-source software libraries for use on wider
community projects based on Datona.io.
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5.3.1 Datona ID App
The Datona ID App is the primary interface to Datona Lab's digital identity solution for
owners, verifiers and individual requesters. The Datona ID App is held on the user's mobile
device, tablet or PC-based browser. For the information owner the app is a secure, personal
digital ID wallet, holding the owner's encrypted personal information locally and securely
under password and biometric security. The app manages all the owner's online and inperson identity data sharing and proof of ID use cases, along with many others such as
digital signing of electronic documents, club membership management and event ticketing.
For example, when initiating an information sharing transaction the app manages the
information sharing setup process, beginning with listing the requested information and
clearly displaying the terms of the S-DAC. The app allows the owner to negotiate the
contract terms, to approve or reject the contract and to select any optional preferences
provided in the initial request. If approved the app
initiates the information share with the data vault service
and deploys the contract. The owner can later use the
app to retrieve the status of all currently active
information sharing contracts and of all historical
contracts.
For the requester, the app enables and manages inperson requests for an owner's information. Through the
creation of a 'Request Scenario' the requester can define a
pre-set list of required information along with any list of
accepted verifiers and the contract defining the
conditions for its use. This scenario can then be used to
easily and repeatedly initiate requests for information
from specific owners via QR code, NFC or URL. The app
manages the contract negotiation and then handles all
access to the owner's information. For example, a
requester could setup a basic age verification scenario
that requests: photo and age; with proof from one of a
list of local verifiers; for a single use purpose of checking
that the user is over 18. When the request is approved by
an owner, the requester's app would display the owner's
Figure 6 - Datona ID App
photo and age, indicate it has proof from one of the verifiers
then delete the information in accordance with the singleuse contract term. Note, that this scenario did not require a data vault (although it could
have used one) since it was a single use share. For shares that require a data vault, the
requester would include a list of trusted data vaults within the request scenario, allowing
the owner to select one or negotiate to use a different one. Finally, the app enables
requesters to view all active and historical S-DACs that they have entered into.
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The requester is also an information owner and can provide information as and when
required. For instance, the information owner may request a verified name and nature of
business before they are willing to respond with the requested information. Normally, such
information elicitation would be configured to happen automatically i.e. without manual
intervention. We expect that requesters will have no objection to publishing information
about their businesses.

5.3.2 Web Widgets & Server-Side Software
Datona Labs will provide a library of web-widgets and server-side software on the Datona
Hub and will encourage the community to expand the library. The web widgets are
designed to be easily inserted into existing web pages to allow organisations to add Datona
ID information sharing and proof of ID features to their online services. The web widgets
interact with an information owner's mobile or PC-based Datona ID App. Datona ID serverside software is designed to manage the requester's side of the information sharing setup
process, handling responses from the owner's Datona ID App.
It also provides an interface with the requester's existing customer database in order to store
the vault reference ID and to interface with cloud based on-platform data vaults.

5.3.3 Contactless Readers
Datona Labs will develop rugged contactless hardware devices for in-person proof of ID
and information sharing purposes for situations where using a smartphone or tablet to
gather information is not practical. Like the Datona ID App, these will use NFC or QR codes
to initiate an information request and receive the response. Use cases for these devices
include: automatic registration at a doctors' surgery or hospital; proof of ID at a bank or
shop; e-ticket scanning at a venue; and automatic door access for homes and hotels.

5.3.4 Application Layer Services
In working on Datona ID, Datona Labs will be developing many application layer services
for various platforms that will be released open-source to support other community projects.
These software libraries will provide general purpose data sharing functions to encapsulate
the data request and contract management processes, plus specific application services such
as secure messaging and proof of ID.
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Figure 7 shows some of the application layer services to be developed by the Datona ID
project.

Figure 7 - application layer services

5.4 Qualities
5.4.1 Trust (Separation of Concerns)
5.4.1.1

Separation of Storage and Use

Day to day, the requester holds only a reference to the owner's information (the anonymous
S-DAC address), not the raw data itself. Only when the requester has an immediate need for
the information does it request the data from the data vault and decrypt it. The requester
only holds the owner's unencrypted data for the minimum amount of time necessary to
perform its immediate service. This may be the time needed to cross-check a data field, dial
the owner's phone number or print the owner's address onto a delivery label. As soon as the
immediate need for the owner's data has gone, the requester’s software will delete both the
encrypted and the unencrypted data as required by the conditions of the contract, keeping
only the reference.
5.4.1.2

Separation of Storage and Terms of Use

A data vault service makes five promises to both the owner and the requester:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To store the data for as long as the S-DAC is active
To delete the data when the S-DAC expires
To only allow the requester access to the data if the S-DAC permits it
To only allow the owner to update the data if the S-DAC permits it
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5. To make requests and updates available 24/7 on demand, subject to 1..4.
The contract layer (DatonaNet) holds an immutable record of the S-DAC on its decentralised
consensus network and enforces the contract's terms. Data vaults function outside of the
consensus network, although they run a full network node to ensure they have an up-todate copy of the contract ledger. When processing an information request the vault simply
queries the contract to determine if permission is granted by executing the contract's request
method (a constant or 'view' method that does not alter the contract state). This separates
the responsibility of ensuring data integrity away from the intelligence of defining the usage
terms and conditions.

5.4.2 Privacy
The primary benefit of Datona.io is that it empowers us to take control of our information. It
is important to note that while no control-of-data solution can control the owner's
information once it has been decrypted, Datona.io makes an important contribution to
privacy in any honest ecosystem. It improves privacy by giving us the ability to view and
delete our global digital footprint at any time and to discern which individuals and
organisations have access to our data and for what purpose. Furthermore, the Datona.io
platform is designed to support different levels of personal privacy through contract
negotiation, highlighting unreasonable requests, off-network data sharing transactions, a choice of
on-network data storage service providers, and anonymous digital IDs.
5.4.2.1

Contract Negotiation

Application layer software will allow owners to enable or disable non-essential S-DAC
terms, enabling those they find acceptable and disabling those they don't. For example,
requesters may require certain essential information to provide a service but may also
request other information, such as non-essential contact information or newsletter
subscription. Like check boxes on current web forms, the application can allow these nonessential requests to be accepted or rejected either manually or automatically. Userconfigurable options within the app can allow such non-essential requests, or categories of
non-essential requests, to be rejected by default.
5.4.2.2

Highlighting Unreasonable Requests

Application layer software can be configurable to flag requests that contain types of request
the owner feels uncomfortable with accepting, for example highlighting a request as
concerning when it wants to share your information with other organisations. The owner
will be able to see with a glance whether a request falls within 'normal' parameters or is
requesting terms that need careful attention.
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5.4.2.3

Off-Network Transactions

Many data sharing use cases can be supported off-network, simply with direct owner to
requester sharing either online or in person. In these cases the owner's application layer
software still wraps the data in an S-DAC but the contract terms are enforced locally by the
requester's app or server-side software.
Off- network transactions are suited for single use or short-term data usage applications,
such as single online or in-person purchases or providing proof of ID. They are not suited
for longer term, multi-use applications since the data owner cannot change the terms of use
or withdraw access.
To support off-network transactions on the requester side, application layer web widgets
along with the off-the-shelf private vault server software or the Datona Safe provides all the
infrastructure needed. Datona Labs will also develop a cloud based off-network data vault
capability suitable for installation by small businesses and organisations to enable simple
use cases.
5.4.2.4

On-Network Transactions

For on-network transactions, the Datona.io platform makes possible the deployment of
different types of data storage solutions (see Competition below) giving data owners and
requesters a choice. Each competing data storage service provider will likely offer different
levels of security and privacy features along with other features that set them apart from
other providers.
Datona.io based applications supported by the Datona Hub marketplace will provide the
means for owners and requesters to select a service provider when setting up an S-DAC.
For example, a requester may include a list of acceptable service providers within its data
request from which the owner can choose.
5.4.2.5

Anonymous ID

A data owner may have many digital IDs, in fact each S-DAC can be opened with a different
digital ID. There is no practical limit to the number of public-facing IDs that an information
owner can have, giving owners the power to choose just how public or private each ID is,
potentially remaining anonymous on the public network by using a different ID for each SDAC.

5.4.3 Availability
An essential property for viable use of the network by organisations is availability of
customers' information when it is needed. For mission-critical use cases, organisations have
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the-shelf Datona Safe with redundant hardware. All data vaults, including local safes, rely
on the Datona.io platform’s contract layer for the latest changes to their customers' contracts.
However, data vaults are full network nodes and have a local copy of the contract layer so
can function perfectly well should connection with the network be lost. For locally hosted
safes this means that availability is entirely in the organisation's hands.
For most organisations, cloud based data vault services will be the simplest, most attractive
option. Availability of a cloud-based data vault service will be specific to that service and
availability will likely be a key driver in competition between services. The level of
availability that can be expected is likely to be similar to that of existing cloud-based storage
services, which are relied upon by many organisations today. The use of decentralised
storage services, such as IPFS, Swarm and some blockchain-based projects like SiaCoin and
Storj, may help to improve availability, security, reliability and cost in the future.
DatonaNet is a decentralised peer-to-peer public network, potentially with many thousands
of nodes spread across the globe run by independent stakeholders. These properties mean
the availability of the network for read transactions (such as contract queries by off-network
software like the Datona ID App) will be high and of little concern for general use.
The availability of the network for contract updates (write transactions that affect the
blockchain state) will depend on network traffic and the specific transaction fee (specifically
the gas price) sent with the update. Considering that all write transactions will take time
(minutes) to be accepted into a block and that data vaults are likely to only accept state
changes that have been confirmed a number of times, then use cases that rely on time-critical
contract updates are unlikely to be viable without further evolution of the technology.
For all other use cases the ideal gas price will be automatically calculated by the application
layer software and the software will likely monitor the transaction and provide a
rebroadcasting feature to replace transactions that get stuck in the blockchain mempool.

5.4.4 Security
Security of owners' data is paramount. In traditional hosted data servers, attack vectors can
come from systematic breaches by the data host, internal hacks from data host employees,
external hacks and the interception of communication. The Datona.io platform addresses
these through cryptography, decentralisation and competition described below.
5.4.4.1

Cryptography

Data is encrypted locally by the owner's application layer software before being submitted
to the network. No unencrypted data is ever present on DatonaNet, held in a data vault or
transmitted across the internet. Initially, data vaults will support two methods of data
hosting: 'transparent encryption hosting' and 'proxy re-encryption hosting'. Transparent
encryption hosting allows data to be stored pre-encrypted specifically for the requester.
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This may be data encrypted with the requester's public key or encrypted with a unique key
pre-shared with the requester. Proxy re-encryption hosting allows data to be stored on the
platform encrypted with the owner's public key and then re-encrypted to the requester's
public key using a proxy re-encryption key held either in the S-DAC or within the data
vault. In the case of proxy re-encryption, the data vault performs the role of the proxy, reencrypting the data in real-time as part of an information request from the requester. Proxy
re-encryption has the benefit of allowing the same data to be shared with multiple
requesters by providing each requester with a separate re-encryption key.
Transparent encryption hosting uses Enveloped Public Key Encryption (EPKE) ensuring
confidentiality of the data during transmission through the network and while stored, whilst
allowing the requester to verify that the data originated from the owner. In addition,
transmission between the owner and the vault includes the owner's digital signature. Proxy
re-encryption uses EPKE by default for transmission between owner and vault and between
vault and requester. In both types of data hosting the data vault is unable to decrypt the
owner's raw data, preventing local attacks from the data vault host and its employees.
5.4.4.2

Decentralisation

Data on the Datona.io platform is decentralised in three ways: the data is held separately
away from the requester's centralised infrastructure and private keys; the contract layer is
hosted by a decentralised consensus network; and the data vault itself may hold the data on
a decentralised network, such as IPFS. Together these help to decentralise control away
from individuals and organisations who may be tempted or coerced into abusing our
information and trust.
5.4.4.3

Competition

To launch the platform, Datona Labs will release its own cloud based data vault service – the
Datona Vault. However, DatonaNet is open for anyone to introduce their own data vault
node, either to join the Datona Vault service, or to open in competition with it. It is the
responsibility of each competing service to attract owners and requesters through
promotion, reputation, feature-set and quality of service. The Datona Hub will support a
marketplace for data service providers to register and promote their solution and make it
easy for owners and requesters to select their preferred service via their application layer
software.
The marketplace for data vault services and Datona.io's open network architecture is
intended to drive evolution of the platform to continually improve security, availability,
reliability and cost. With decentralised storage technology, it is envisaged that individuals
may join decentralised pools of nodes competing with private service providers and other
pools.
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6 Summary
Datona Labs’ goal is to greatly reduce information abuse and misuse by
empowering individuals and organisations to reclaim ownership of their digital
information.
Abuse and misuse of information is becoming a key issue as more of our data is held in
digital form.
Datona Labs believes the problems associated with this issue are best addressed through a
combination of technology and regulation, and is introducing the concept of Smart Data
Access.
Datona Labs will develop Datona.io – an open, global data protection, privacy and control
platform – designed to provide a secure, regulation-compliant data layer for many classes of
centralised and decentralised applications.
Users of these applications will retain control over their personal information. Each application
can provide full visibility of who has access to their data, their options to update it and their
options to manage or withdraw access.
The applications themselves will have reliable access to their users’ information under the usage
terms, whilst offloading the responsibility for data protection regulation compliance to the
platform. The platform will allow customers to keep their data up to date, and will provide a
secure messaging channel to each. Datona.io also introduces new opportunities for application
developers to explore personal data monetisation, powerful data access models and digital
identity.
Datona Labs will drive user and developer adoption of the platform through four key
projects:


The Datona ID project will be the first application to use the platform. It will provide
open-source service layers to enable the global development community to implement
other applications that make use of smart data access.



The Datona Vault project will provide the first cloud-based data storage service for the
platform. Through open-source software and community grants, Datona Labs will
encourage third-parties to develop other data vault solutions to act in competition with
Datona Vault. This competition will drive growth and innovation in the security and
privacy of the platform.



The Datona Safe project will allow centralised applications and services to deploy smart
data access on their own data storage infrastructure. Datona Labs will provide software
and consultancy to assist existing organisations in their transition.
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The Datona Hub project will support public and independent contract verification and
community driven expert services in the form of a community marketplace. Contract
verification ensures that data is only shared for its intended purpose and duration.
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